
Lenovo V15 ADA

REASONS TO BUY

The 15.6” screen has a narrow
frame, helping to reduce the
overall footprint of the device
while maximizing screen space.
The simple design, with minimal
buttons and lines, projects a
modern premium image, and
there is a choice of a metallic or
patterned textured finish.

Several design features make
working outdoors easier – the
anti-glare display, spill-resistant
keyboard, up to 6hrs of battery
life, and a large touchpad for
easier scrolling, zooming and
navigation.

We've enhanced the design of
this affordable notebook, using
the latest materials for a choice
of textured or a metal-like finish
that's cool to the touch.

BUSINESS DEVICES THAT ARE ABUSINESS DEVICES THAT ARE A
CLASS APARTCLASS APART

With an AMD Athlon or Ryzen processor, integrated Radeon graphics and dual storage drive options, this

affordable notebook supports smooth multi-tasking of web-based apps and basic productivity software. An

ideal budget choice for mobile users who work from multiple locations or take work home with them, it’s also

sleeker than many alternative products at this price point – measuring just 19.9mm (0.78”) thin.
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The Lenovo V Series provides security, dataThe Lenovo V Series provides security, data
protection and productivity features in anprotection and productivity features in an
affordable package.affordable package.



KEY SPECIFICATIONS

Processor up to AMD Ryzen 5 processor

Operating System Powered by Windows 10 Pro

Display 15.6"" screen, Full HD (1920x1080), IPS  
15.6"" screen, HD (1366x768), IPS

Graphics AMD Radeon Vega 8 or AMD Radeon graphics in processor

Memory up to 12GB DDR4-2400

Storage up to 1x 2.5"" 1TB SATA HDD + up to 512GB M.2 PCIe NVMe SSD

Audio 2x 1.5W stereo speakers with Dolby Audio 
Single microphone

Battery† up to 6hrs (35Wh) or up to 5hrs (30Wh)

Power Adapter 65W Round Tip (2-pin, Wall-mount)

Camera 0.3MP

Keyboard spill-resistant

Dimensions Width: 362.2mm (14.26"") Depth: 251.5mm (9.9"") Height: 19.9mm
(0.78"")

Weight from 1.85kg (4.08lb)

 

GREEN CERTIFICATIONS

Energy Star 8.0. ErP lot3.

 

CONNECTIVITY

I/O Ports 2x USB3.1 Gen 1, 1x USB2.0, HDMI, 4-in-1 card reader, combo
audio jack

WLAN + Bluetooth 11ac, 2x2 + BT5.0

Docking Compatible with USB 3.0 docking solutions

 

Information presented here may represent the maximum possible configurations for this product, but it does not necessarily reflect what is available in your region. Please ask your rep or check the specifications for specific Part Numbers
in your region. † Based on testing with MobileMark 2014. Battery life varies significantly with settings, usage, and other factors. © 2020 Lenovo. Products are available while supplies last. Lenovo is not responsible for photographic or
typographic errors. Lenovo, the Lenovo logo, ThinkPad, ThinkCentre, ThinkBook, ThinkStation and ThinkVision are trademarks or registered trademarks of Lenovo. 3rd party product and service names may be trademarks of others.
Depending on factors such as the processing capability of peripheral devices, file attributes, system configuration and operating environments, the actual data transfer rate of USB connectors will vary and is typically slower than published
standards.

Lenovo 15.6” Laptop Casual
Backpack
Modern design backpack with quick access pocket, crafted
from water-repellent fabric

Dedicated, fully-padded PC compartment fits up to 15.6”
laptops

Spacious main compartment for books and other items, and a
range of internal pockets for accessories

Lenovo 400 Wireless Mouse
Ergonomic mouse designed for both right-hand and left-hand
use, 2.4 GHz wireless connection

Comes with responsive and clear tracking with 1200 DPI
resolution, up to 8 million clicks for left and right buttons

Lightweight for travel at 65g (2.29oz) with a battery that lasts
up to 12 months

Premium Care
Talk directly with experienced tech support agents located in
your country

Next business day onsite repairs

One point of contact for hardware & software issues

Lenovo V15 ADA Recommended for this
device


